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Specifications — Unduly Restrictive - The Board in reviewing
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necessarily look at the facts underlying the agency determination.
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OPINION BY MR. MALONE

The Appellant timely appeals the denial of its bid protest

that the bid specification excluding the tear type ticket dispenser

unduly restricted competition under State Finance and Procurement

Article § 13—205 Annotated Code of Maryland’ and thereby favored a

single prospective bidder.

1State Finance and Procurement Article § 13—205 Annotated Code of Maryland
states;

§ 13—205. Drafting Specifications
A unit:

(1) shall draft specification to encourage maximum practicable competition
without modifying the requirements of the State; and

(2) may not draft specifications to favor a single prospective bidder or
offeror. (SF S 11—109; 1988, ch. 48, § 2.)
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Findincs of Fact -

1. New technoThgy in the gaming machine industry has led to
the development of the Instant Ticket Vending Machine (ITVM).
This device allows for the sale of lottery ticket games to the
tublic without the need for sales tersonnel. The machine
acceDts coin or currency and the public, after selection of the
tvDe of lottery game a olaver desires, is delivered an instant
t.c(et Tese tickets, _f w_r’ers, are :en cas’iec at te
location where the ticket is purchased. These machines allow
for the capture cf the incremental lottery market since the cost
of operators is eliminated to a great decree and the machines
can be placed where it may not ordinarily be economically
feasible. (ie. suDermarkets. lobbies cf buildincs, etc.)
2 :n .99. tesDorcent Decame arterestec a’i t’ie feas_bz.i_ty of
ceveop_rc :Tw1’s for :te cremeta !cttery rIcet market
The Respondent began investigation of this technology by
reviewing trade magazines:, visiting trade shows in New Orleans
and Richmond, by discussing the machines with lottery officials
in other states and by runninc a test in the Maryland market.
3. In 1991 ResDondent ran a 90 day stud’; in Maryland to test
tre terforma—ce of tre “‘acn_res, t’e _c’s accetta’lce of tim
instant ticket vencing macn:ne concept, to Provlce :ns:gnt Into
tim vaue of tlayer - act_vatec ?nac_1es : t.gn traffic
locatIons anc to ceterm:ne wnat ieve 0: saLes tnat coulc oe
generated. Unfortunately this study only included’ the Appel
lant’s machine which provided a tear dispenser. Respondent
rcffered only AvDellant’s machine was tested since it was the
onay one witn tim capac::y :or egnt c:::erent types or game
tirkets available at the time of the test.

Resondent’s personnel reviewed Public Gaming Magazine,
March of 1952 issue, which gives general information concerning the
various models and methods of ticketdisensing.
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4. Respondent leased 10 ITVM’s fromApe1lant for placement in
various retail stores for the 90 day test period. These
machines disensed tickets which had to be milled and torn off
the machine. Respondent had numerous instances where when the
tickets were pulled by the consumer tickets would be damaged2,
jam in the machine or more tickets than actually purchased would
be dispensed. These problems caused repeated repairs of the
machines, intervention of sales personnel and concern from
consumers that the jammed or damaged ticket coud have beer. a
winner.

in earLy _992 Responcen: c:scoverec Lottery orfacaas in
V:rg:nia nac s:m:Lar prooems w:tn nppe:ant’s tear type
dispenser and that :cttery officias in Ohio preferred the
cut/cr burst dispenser over the tear type dispenser.4
6. The reccrd reflects that if a cut or burst type dispenser
was used the machine may cut or burst the ticket at the incor
rect location dama;in; the ticket. This coud be caused by
misalignment of the tickets or an inccrrect settinc on the
ticket :engtn indicator.

Tickets that are damaged are void. This warning and
condition of sale is recited on the back side cf the ticket which
states;

“All w:nners, tickets and transactions subject to Maryland
State bottery Agency Reguat:ons anc State aw. TIckets vo:c
if stolen, unissued, unreadable, mutilated, altered, counter
feit in whole or in part, miscut, misregistered, multiple
printed, defective, printed or produced in error, or partially
blank, if disolay Drintlnc is irrecular, if apoarent or
asserted lottery symbols are not confirmed by any of lottery’s
other validation test. iability for void or nonconform:ng
ticket, if any, limited to replacement of ticket with unplayed
ticket. Not responsible for lost or stolen.”

There are currently three types of dispensers; cut, burst
and tear. The cut type cuts the ticket which falls freely into a
bin for the consumer. The burst type cuts across the ticket which
falls freely into a bin for the consumer. The tear type perforates
the ticket which is pulled and torn from the machine by

b

the
consumer.
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7. The record reflects that the tear type dispenser could tear
and damage the ticket or allow the ticket to become jammed in
te —ache or .f ou_ ec too larc a_ - o icre tar te correct
number of actually purchased tickets to be pulled from the
mach:ne. These problems cculd be caused by the size of the
ticket and the number and depth of the perforations made on the
ticket. Several witnesses testified that adjusting the
machines to the type of ticket stock provided was necessary for
efficient operation since no: all ticket stock is the same. The
size, thickness of the ticks: paper Cong with the number and
depth of the perforations require adjustment.
8. The Virginia Lottery develoed its own ticket stock ste—
cifications from a process of tria and error and laboratory
testing since the technology :s so new the manufacturers have no
standard ticket stock specifications. The machines in use in
Virginia are made with internal adjustment mechanisms to accept
various ticket stock.

9. Atoeliant has been makinc :TVM’s since 19E5. They
develc;ed and made TVM’s with :ut, burst and tear distensers Qand have the capabil:ty to make any one of the three types.
Atpellant, in fact, scd its burst type machine dispenser to
Interlort, Inc. an interested party in this case.
10. Appellant has accuirad attroaimately 5/S’s of the ezisting
United States ITVM market and is presently filling a contract
to provide up to 10,000 :TVM’s to the State of California.
Appellant believes its ITVM, with tear dispenser, to be the best
product and is currently manufacturing :TVM’s with only tear

The fewer and shallower the perforations on the ticketthe more difficult it becomes to tear the ticket from the machine.

originally the principals of Appellant did business as apartnership when they developed their first TVM.

There are only (8) states with :TVM’s.
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dispensers. While Appel ant could niake ITVM’s with cut/burst
dispensers it has internally decided not to make them.
11. The Respondent’s decision to require machines with cut or
burst tickets is in part based upon the agency’s history of
“hands on” probems with tear distensers during its test study.
Use of tear dispensers would require more labor and maintenance
t:’ian it desired. Restoncen: also concluded the problems with
tear tye dispensers resulting in ticket damage and jamming
would frustrate players and lottery agents and lead to reduced
sales. Respondent was also concerned about the possible
requirement of adjusting ticket stock currently in use by
existing lottery agents using ncn-ZTVM’s in the much larger,
successful oncoing manual operation. Respondent reasoned if
adjusted ticket strength for easy tear off by INN’s the tickets
used with hand operated dispensers (i.e. non-INN’s) could be
lost or damaged.

12. Respondent sent bid ackages to twelve (12) companies and
received two bids; one from :nterlc::. :nc. and one from
_nternat:onal Products of America, Inc.
13. The 1FB included the following anda:ory requIrements:

2(d) “(i)t is mandatory that tickets are eitherautomatically cut or burst by the machine after beingdispensed.”
-

2(g) “it is mandatory to have tickets burst or cut ina manner that does not distort any ticket such that theappearance or tlayability of any ticket is compromised.”

2(k) “(i)t is mandatory that the machines do notrequire coins or require the consumers to tear instanttickets from the dispensers.”

This language clearly excludes tear type dispensers.
14. Respondent allegs that at least five companies produce cut
or burst tyte disensers for their ITVM’s. Atoellant alleges
that only one or two companies presently produce such maoh:nes.
However, both agree the cut or burst type dispenser could be
produced by any number of bompanies since the technology is non

Iproprietary. The parties also agree and the Board finds that

5.
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this technology is emerging and in a very brief period new
machines will be available which could replace the present
systems. Appellant and Interlott, InC. representing the tear
vs. cut/burst camps “have done battle” in many states while
competing for lottery macnIne contracts over who has the best
machines.

15. The record reflects that whether an ITVM has a cut, burst
or tear dispenser, all are sub:ect to break downs and problems
to sonic degree and that the selection of which type of machine
is best involves a judgment as tc how effectively a specific
tublic market wi react to urchasing lottery tickets from a
machine. Several witnesses testified that if you place two
macnInes, one of each tvte, side-bu-s:de they woud both Se: a
tickets tc the public. There :s no controlled study of the
actual sales effectiveness c: either machine.
16. Respondent, after purchasing the machines must then place
them in locations to capture the incrementa market. Respondent
hoted to accuire a relationshit with Giant Foods in Narvland who
may be willing to p.acs up to IDO machines in its stores. In
order to further this gcC Respondent arranged for the 1991 test
to be artiaUy located at Giant Food Store locations. During
the test with the tear type d:spenser G:ant Food Store personnel
had to spend time resolv:ng damaged and jammed ticket probiems.
Respondent believes that the history of croblems during the test
period could jeopardize its relationship with Giant Foods if it
procured the tear type machine used in the test.
17. Appellant contends that with minor adjustments the problems
encounterec during the test coud e e:m:natec. Appeilant
further states that its machines have been substantially
upgraded both in terms of hardware and software since 1991 and
that these new upgraded machines would be delivered if it wins
the contract.

6 0
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Decision - -

The limited issue3 before us is whether the mandatory
language of the Ifl excluding tear type dispensers violates
State Finance and Procurement Article § 13-205 Annotated Code of
Maryland by being unduly restrictive. See also C0!IAR 21.04.O1J

Respondent has the primary function of drafting specifica—
ticns which most accurately reflect the minimum needs of the
State s_ ce_t_s1 a untae pos:_or to oeter’ue tose eecs
The Trane Cc., MSBCA 1264, 2 M:cPz:. ¶118 (1985). The Board will
not disturb the determination of State Procurement Officers
absent clear evidence that they were made in an arbitrary or
unreasonable fash:cn. Admaral Service Inc., MSECA 1342, 2

¶133 (:;E7). :€cwever, those determinations must be based
upon some reasonable fact. Siems Rental & Sales Co.. Inc.,
MSBCA 1609, 3 x:cpz: ¶22S (1951). The Beard in reviewing
whether specifications unreasonably restrict competition must
necessarily I oc: at the facts underlying the agency determina—
t:on of minimum needs to determine reasonableness. Helmut
Guensche :nc. MSECA 1434.. 3 M:CPE: ¶211 (1989). However, the

Respondent also raised the issue that Appellant was notre=resented by counsel which was withdrawn at the hearing.

COMAR 21.04.01 provides :n relevant part:

.01 A specification as used in this title means a clear andaccurate description of the functional characteristics or thenature of an item to be procured. It may include a statementof any of the procurement agency’s requirements and mayprovide for submission of sampies, inspection, or testing ofthe item before procurement.

.02 General Purposes.

A. A specification is the basis for procuring an item in acost effective manner. It is the policy of the State thatspecifications be written so as to termit maximum nracticablecompett:cn without mo::y:ng the State requ:rements.Spec:racat:ozs may no: ze crawn :n sucn a manner as to favor
a single vendor over other vendors....
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Drocurement officer has broad discr:eticn in determination of
State needs. “We (the ?oar) wil not substitute cur judgment
for that of the procuring agency in the absence of a clear
showing that it acted unreasonably or otherwise abused its
discreticn.” Adden Furniture, Inc., MSBCA 1219, 1 MICPEL ¶93
(19E2) at 4. Solon Automated Services. mc, MSBCA 1046, 1
MICPfl ¶10 (1583).

Respondent made reasonaze efforts to evaluate the State’s
requirements. The agency read some available literature on the
ITVN market and visited trade shows to see demonstrations of the
various machines. The agency procured units from ApDeliant for
a study in 1991 for hands on ezpcsure to see the interaction of
the public with ITVM’s. While t:te fact cnly tear type dspens
era were used during the study is :r:ub:ng the acency had a
reason for the select::n. The primary reason for the study
was to evaluate the possible success in using ITVM’s to capture
the incremental ottery market. Respondent researched the
z:s:ory of ITVM’s to the extent infcrmation existed in other
states. The record is ear that in Virginia and Ohio troblems 0
with damaged and jammed tickets were reported for machines
with tear type distensers. The agency reasomably concluded that
based upon its own exper:ence durIng the 1991 test and other
scurces tear type dispensers ccud result in consumer frustra
tion and consecuently weak sales. The further possibility of
difficulty with a change in ticket stock to acccmodate the tear
type dispenser on existing lottery agents with manual dispensers
was another reason in excluding tear type machines. These were
the facts available at the time cf:drafting the specifications.

This was the only machine available with eight game
selections and the agency wanted to test as many games as possible.

The record makes no attempt to define the exact machines
discussed or used. The machines were simply separated by the type
of dispenser they generally possessed.

8
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The fact that, after these minimum !eeds were determined, new
technology and improvements occurred is not surprising.
:-owever, hindsight can not be the standard of review. The
reasonableness of the specificatiofl is budged by the facts
available when the determination was made. The review, testing
and evaluation phases of procurement comes to an end when the
IFE is issued. The facts known or reasonably ascertainable at
the time when the needs are defined is what is relevant. The
needs of the agenc-’ were :easo:.ablv ete:mined based on the
facts available.

The lottery agenc: stecifications are not unduly restric
tive even in light of new post technology and imProvements.
The technol cg is available to any manufacturer. Apel lant
itself could have provided these mach:nes. Many companies build
ITVM’s. Several companies are presently manufacturing machines
with tear type dispensers and several with cut or burst type
dispensers. While the market is split, the technology is non—
proprietary and available for any bidder. The fact Appellant is
presently manufacturing a large number of tear type machines for
another contract and is eager to provide Maryland with its
mach:nes is not determinative. The specifications dc not favor
a single bidder or offer::. The specification encourages
maximum competition while meeting the minimum needs of the State
lottery Agency. Therefore the apteal is denied.

ated: 1oI9j9.

Neal E. Malone
Board Member

concur:

?oDert n. zarr:son Sneocn n. Press
Chairman Board Member
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* * *

: certify that the foreccinc is a true copy of the Maryland
State Board cf Contract Appeals decision in MSSCA 1680 aDpeal of
otte:y Enter;rises, Thc. under Maryland State Lottery IFB for
:nstant i:ket Vendin; Machines Contract No. 93-02.

ate d:

7& F%.S/z
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Mary F. Priscalla
!ecorder
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